Before any computations can be made, several basic probability tables or functions must be provided. These relate to the vulnerability of the vehicle, the characteristics of the ammunition being fired at the vehicle, the delivery accuracy of the weapon, and the number of rounds in a burst.
P 2 (i)
Probability that a puncture of the fuel system occurs on the i burst.
conditional probability that the i burst causes a fire, given that it has punctured the fuel system. This type of fire will be referred to as a Type I fire, and is distinguished from one caused by a burst igniting fuel which was 
W3
probability that the i mechanical damaae. th burst causes disabling probability that a Type I ^ire is started on the i th burst.
-
For any of these probabilities, Q, with the same subscripts and arguments, will be used to represent 1 -P. For example:
In addition, note that if F = (>, that is, if there have been no punctures prior to time t., then P-Ji,*) = 0. 
0
On the second burst, the possible transitions from the vectors in S 1 to vectors in S^, with the associated probabilities, are shown in On the third burst, the possible transitions from the "vectors" in $2 to "vectors" in S,, with ehe associated probabilities are shown in 
(t^ 1) (t^ 1) (t 1 t 2 ; 1) P^B) Q 2 {3) Q 4 (3)
•P^S)-P 3 (3,t 1 )-P 4 (3) P 1 (3) Q 2 (3)
P4 (3) 
0^3)03(3,t 2 )P 4 (3)
^^3)-P 3 (3,t 2 )-P 4 (3) P 1 (3) Q 2 (3) P 5 (3) + P3(3,t 2 :
[1-Q 5 (3)03(3,t 1 t 2 )]P 4 (3) The pattern should now be apparent. In general, the set S. consists of 2(2 +1) "vectors." These are shown in Table 4 .
Before generalizing the probabilities for the transition from set S. , to set S., the notation to be used will be described. L. will be used to denote the set of times {t,,t 2 ,t 3 1. The probabilities in Table 5 Therefore, the probability of occurrence of U;l) in ^ is the sum of two probabilities. These are:
(1) the product of the probability of occurrence of U;0) in S. , and the probability of transition from (^O) in S i _ 1 to U;l) in S^ and (2) the product of the probability of occurrence of U;l) in S. , and the probability that U;!) remains unchanged by the i burst.
Thus, for the case of independent damage events,
P^ll) = Q^i) [P^UiO) P 4 (i) + P^^^D]
This same reasoning has been applied to all vectors to obtain the complete set of recursive formulas shown in Tables 6 and 7 give the probability of igniting spilled fuel in terms of the elapsed time since the first puncture, this can be handled by making P 3 (i,F) a function only of the t. and the earliest time in the set F.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Find the probabilities of occurrence of the damage categories listed in Table 8 Initially, PQ(((I;0) = 1 and L 0 consists only of F = ij). Then, as a result of the first burst, using the formulas in Table 6 : The effect of the second burst is determined by .igain using ehe recursive formulas of Table 6 to update the state probabilities. Since the purpose of this section is to provide an example of how the formulas are used, eight decimal places will be carried. This may assist the reader who is working through the example himself. Of course, it is generally meaningless to report hit probabilities to this many places, so in the table of final results, only three places are given.
Since L, = |t. , there are only two F's (F = 4, and F = t,). Thus, The formulas in Table 8 are then used to give the results shown in Table 9 .
The damage categories whose probabilities are given in Table 9 fall into three classes. These are:
Class 1 -Categories that can never be entered from other categories, only left in movinq to other categories. 
